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Candidate Interest Statement
To the best of my knowledge and belief, i have no 
conflicts of interest with Fish & Game NZ at the 
date of my nomination and i do not believe that any 
conflicts of interest are likely to arise in the future.

nImon Bruce
Hastings

my name is Bruce Nimon i am from Hawke’s Bay and have 
lived and worked here most of my life, the region has and 
does hold a special place in my life.
i grew up around duck shooters, the stories and 
memories of duck shooting season seem to last a year 
until the next season came around.
i shoot every year with a lifelong friend and planning 
starts the day the season ends for the next season.
i would like to see more help with habitat creation, on 
small local levels, creating a chain of water ways that 
support duck breeding and shelter. The “big” projects 
are awesome but i know there are a lot of farmers and 
hunters that would do more if they had the support 
and funding. stream protection is already becoming a 
‘normal’ practice but duck habitat requires information, 
best practice advise, case studies so duck numbers can 
increase.
Duck shooting has become very much a popularised 
event, the numbers are greater so work must be done to 
support the growing base of hunters.
as a child i learnt to fly fish, make my own flies and enjoy 
the hunt for trout. i would love to see this made available 
to the youth of today, get kids off devices and out into the 
beautiful Hawke’s Bay country side. 
i have serviced on local body boards for 10 years, i feel 
i have skills to offer Fish and Game Council and licence 
holders.


